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Abstract
There are two opinions about China’s productivity growth. The one is that economic
growth is rapid but productivity growth is slow. The other is that not only economic
growth but also productivity growth is rapid. We try to draw a conclusion about this
question from statistical data. We will compare China’s productivity growth in
1987-2007 to Japan’s one in 1960-2005 (especially in 1960s of the high rapid growth
period) and South Korea’s one in 1975-2005(especially from the late 1980s to the
early 1990s of the high rapid growth period) by using input-output tables and analyze
them. Our calculation results show the following. In China in 1987-1992, although
economic growth was rapid, productivity growth was slow. But in 1992-1997,
1997-2002 and 2002-2005, not only economic growth but also productivity growth
was rapid. It was by no means slower to those of Japan in 1960s and South Korea in
1985-1995, when those were the most rapid. We measured productivity growths of the
three countries by using the indicator of total labor productivity (TLP, ratio of output
to direct and indirect labor). Indirect labor means labor used for production of raw
material, machine etc. We think that TLP is better indicator of productivity growth
than traditional total factor productivity (TFP) in respects that TLP is productivity
which includes fixed capital efficiency and that TLP can be measured regardless of
competition condition etc. By bringing up TLP, we would like to contribute to
improvement in method of measuring productivity.
Keywords: Total factor productivity, total labor productivity, input-output table,
China’s economic growth
1. Introduction
Japanese economy has realized high rapid growth of a little more than 10%
annually from 1950s to the beginning of 1970s. South Korean economy has also
achieved high rapid growth of nearly 10% annually from the second half of 1960s to
the beginning of 1990s. These two countries’ high rapid growths which lasted a
quarter of century or 30 years are thought as unusual in the long history of
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human-being and attracted the attention of many people in the world.
Chinese rapid economic growth from the end of 1970s to now is more worthy of
notice in that it has continued in longer period than Japan’s and South Korea’s high
rapid growth and also that it is the rapid economic growth of the largest population
country and therefore it will have larger influence to the world economy.
We will compare China’s productivity growth in 1987-2007 to Japan’s one in
1960-2005 (especially in 1960s of the high rapid growth period) and South Korea’s
one in 1975-2005(especially from the late 1980s to the early 1990s of the high rapid
growth period) by using input-output tables and analyze them.
2. Total Factor Productivity (TFP) and Total Labor Productivity (TLP)
We have used not Total Factor Productivity (TFP) but Total Labor Productivity
(TLP) to compare productivity growth among Japan, South Korea and China, because
of the following reasons.
First, TFP presupposes perfect competition and cost minimization. But such
conditions do not exist, to say nothing in China, also in Japan and South Korea.
Second, input factors of TFP are capital service, labor service, etc. But if we use
capital service as input factor, we cannot measure improvement of fixed capital as rise
of productivity. Because when fixed capitals are improved, capital services, that is,
one of input factors increase, and therefore productivity, that is, ratio of output to input
does not rise. We think that improvement of fixed capital, especially improvement of
machine is important factor in rise of productivity.
TLP is ratio output to total of direct labor and indirect labor. Direct labor means
labor quantity (not labor service) used in the industry where each product is produced.
Indirect labor means labor quantity (not labor service) used for production of
intermediate input and (depreciation portion of) fixed capital.
TLP does not need the assumption of perfect competition and cost minimization.
When fixed capitals are improved, if increase of labor quantity used for production
of fixed capital is smaller than decrease of direct labor quantity etc, TLP rises.
3. Method for calculation of TLP growth
We will measure productivity growths of these three countries by using the two
indicators of total labor productivity (TLP, ratio of output to direct and indirect labor).
The one is TLP growth of product and the other is TLP growth within industry. In
the former, intermediate input coefficient, fixed capital consumption coefficient, labor
coefficient of all industries and share of export commodity are changed from the
beginning of a period to the end of it. In the latter, it is assumed that intermediate input
coefficient, fixed capital consumption coefficient, labor coefficient of the industry
concerned are changed from the beginning of a period to the end, but those of all other
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industries and share of export in the end of a period are the same as those in the
beginning.
(1)Calculation of total labor per a unit price of domestic product, using
national input-output table and employment table
t: total labor per a unit price of domestic product, a row vector
A:

input coefficient of domestic intermediate, a matrix

D:

consumption coefficient of domestic fixed capital, a matrix

e:

share of export commodity, a column vector

m:

input coefficient of import material + consumption coefficient of
import fixed capital, a row vector

r:

direct labor coefficient, a row vector

t  t A  D  t  e  m  r

(1)

Substantial meanings of equation (1) are as follows.
t･A is a row vector indicating labor quantity inputted in the domestic raw materials
necessary per a unit price of domestic product. t･D is a row vector indicating labor
quantity inputted in the decrease of domestic fixed capitals necessary per a unit price
of domestic product. t･e is a scalar indicating average total labor quantity per a unit
price of domestic product calculated using products share in export as weight. （t･e）
･ｍ is a row vector indicating labor quantity inputted in the import raw materials and
the decrease of import fixed capitals necessary per a unit price of domestic product on
the assumption that the labor quantity inputted in one dollar of import equals the
average labor quantity inputted in one dollar of export. r is a row vector indicating
direct labor quantity per a unit constant price of domestic product.
To sum up, equation(1) means that total labor quantity equals direct labor quantity
plus labor quantity inputted in the domestic raw materials and the domestic fixed
capitals plus labor quantity inputted in the import raw materials and the import fixed
capitals.

If we solve (1) concerning t

t  r I  A  D  e  m 

1

( 2)

(2) Calculation of domestic product quantity per a unit quantity of labor
v:

domestic product quantity per a unit quantity of labor, a row vector

1 1
1
v  v1 , v2 ,, vn   , ,, 
tn 
 t1 t 2
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(3) Calculation of TLP growth

 v1  v 0 v1  v 0
v1  v 0 
G   1 0 1 , 2 0 2 ,, n 0 n 
v2
vn 
 v1
 t10  t11 t 20  t 21
t n0  t n1 
  1 , 1 ,, 1 
t2
tn 
 t1

(4)

4. Data
We have used the following data to calculate TLP growth of Japan, South
Korea and China.
Government of Japan: Management and Coordination Agency
“1960-1965-1970 Linked Input-Output Tables”,
“1970-1975-1980
Linked Input-Output Tables”, “1980-1985-1990 Linked Input-Output
Tables”, “1990-1995-2000 Linked Input-Output Tables”, “1995-2000
-2005 Linked Input-Output Tables”, “1970 Fixed Capital Formation
Matrix”, “1980 Fixed Capital Formation Matrix”, “1990 Fixed Capital
Formation Matrix”, “2000 Fixed Capital Formation Matrix” , “2005 Fixed
Capital Formation Matrix”
The Bank of Korea
“1975-1980-1985 Link Input-output Tables”, “1980-1985-1990 Link
Input-output Tables”, “1985-1990-1995 Link Input-output Tables”
“1990-1995-2000 Link Input-output Tables”, “1995-2000-2005 Link
Input-output Tables”,
“1990 Fixed Capital Formation Matrix”, “1995
Fixed Capital Formation Matrix”, “2000 Fixed Capital Formation Matrix”,
“2005 Fixed Capital Formation Matrix”
National Bureau of Statistics of China
“1987 Input-Output Table of China”, “1992 Input-Output Table of China”,
“1997 Input-Output Table of China”, “2002 Input-Output Table of China”,
“2007 Input-Output Table of China”, “2005 China Statistical Yearbook”,
“2009 China Statistical Yearbook”, “2000 Population Census”, “2005
Population Sample Survey “, “2010 Population Census”, “2004 Economic
Census”, “2008 Economic Census”
5. Conclusions
In China in 1987-1992, although economic growth was rapid, productivity growth
was slow. But in 1992-1997, 1997-2002 and 2002-2007, not only economic growth
but also productivity growth was rapid. It was by no means much slower to those of
Japan in 1960s and South Korea in 1985-1995, when those were the most rapid. Table
of Calculation Results shows that TLP growth rates of product in average of all
industries in China were 8.57% in 1992-1997, 8.91% in 1997-2002 and 7.82% in
2002-2007, while those in Japan were 9.68% in 1960s and those in South Korea were
9.34% in 1985-1990 and 8.74% in1990-1995. Also this table shows that all TLP
growth rates of product in 19 industries of China were large.
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6. Tables of Calculation Results
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